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ABSTRACT

Speakers and listeners have a shared

goal: to communicate. The processes

of speech perception and of speech

production interact in many ways

under the constraints of this

communicative goal; such interaction is

as characteristic of prosodic processing

as of the processing of other aspects of

linguistic structure. Two of the major

uses of prosodic information in

situations of communication are to

encode salience and segmentation, and

these themes unite the contributions to

the symposium introduced by the

present review.

1. INTRODUCTION

Communication is what speech is for.

Everything about speech is somehow

involved in the relationship between

speaker and listener. Is there anything
special to say about the role of

prosodic structure in this relationship?

One rather negative claim that has
shown up in a number of forms is that

prosody is in some sense not central to

the message being communicated.

Among the reasons cited are that

prosody encodes affect, which, while it

may be communicated, is not part of

linguistic structure; or that the
dimensions of prosody are duration,

intensity and fundamental frequency,
and since every speech sound must

have some duration. intensity and
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fundamental frequency, prosody simply

falls out of the fact that Speech is

realised acoustically. The fact that

most orthographies do not encode

prosody is sometimes seen as

supporting evidence for the claim that

prosody is inessential.

These days it is presumably

unnecessary to argue against this point

of view. However, the contributions to

the present symposium certainly

provide countercvidence to it. In this

introductory review paper, I shall

present evidence from studies of

speech processing showing that the

processing of prosody is subject to the

same interacting constraints of the

perception and production systems as

affect the processing of other aspects

of linguistic structure.

2. PROSODY

There is, of course. no one-to—one

mapping between form and function in

prosody, although for administrative

convenience many researchers often act

as if there were. Strong correlations

certainly exist, for instance between

certain kinds of pitch movement and

the presence or absence of syntactic

closure, but if we know one thing

about prosodic function. it is that its

relationship to prosodic form is highly

complex and to a considerable degree

context-dependent.

This symposium is not a theoretical

treatment of prosody from either single



perSpective‚ however, it is a discussion

about prosody in situations of

communication. The complexity of the

relationship between form and function

implies matching complexity in the

prosodic processing which speakers

and listeners perform in the course of

communicating. In the following

section I review some of the

considerable recent literature on the

interaction of perceptual and

production processes, with emphasis on

the perception and production of

prosody.

The complexity of prosodic structure,

and the necessity for hierarchical

structural descriptions, is a recurring

theme also in the five other

contributions to the present

symposium. In this introductory paper,

I have chosen to follow two further

themes which run through the

symposium: the way prosodic structure

can express relative salience, and the

way it can communicate information

about segmentation, at various levels

of linguistic structure.

3. SITUATIONS 0F COMMUNI-

CATION

let us define a situation of

communication for our present

purposes as a speaker speaking and a

listener listening. (This is not to deny
that there are many other ln'nds of
communication, and some of them -

sign language, for instance - certainly

involve prosody.) The speaker's

production processes and the listener's

perceptual processes are obviously not

independent, if only in the trivial sense

m that one operates on the output of
the other. However, there are some

interesting further aspects of non-
mdependence. Speech production
processes can be actively constrained
by characteristics of the perceptual
process; and such effects can certainly
be observed in the processing of
prosody.

3.1 Perceptual

production

As I have argued elsewhere [10],

speakers’ choices in production are

often quite obviously constrained by

the needs of listeners. This happens

even at what one might consider quite

low levels. For instance, why are the

utterances of a speaker with a pipe

clenched between the teeth not

incomprehensible? If the processes of

production were to run their normal

course, the output might be

considerably distorted; instead,

adjustments occur (see e.g. [26]), with

the effect that the processes of

perception are enabled to run their

normal course. Similarly, consider the

Lombard reflex [27]: when ambient

noise increases, speakers involuntarily

speak more loudly. Interestingly,

speakers in this situation adjust the

individual formant frequences of their

speech to compensate for the spectral

characteristics of the noise [31]. The

result, once again, is that the output

sounds as close to the speaker‘s normal

output as is possible.

At a slightly higher level, we see the

same constraints operating on

phonological processes of elision and

assimilation. The process of

palatalisation, whereby an alveolar stop

and a following palatal glide become

affricated, can apply across a word

boundary - thus did you becomes

[drdgu] - and the effect is obviously to

obscure the onset of the post-boundary

word. But as Cooper and Paccia-

Cooper [6] have shown, palatalisation

across a word boundary is significantly

less likely if the post-boundary word is

unpredictable - for instance, low

frequency, or contrastively stressed.

The effect of this is that the words

which the listener most needs to hear

are less likely to be obscured.

Likewise, speakers making up nonce

words prefer to choose affixes which

leave the base word intact over affixes

constraints on
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which require stress shifts or vowel .

changes (so dowagerish is preferred to

dowagerial; [8]); again, the effect is

that listeners can make sense of the

new word because it contains a known

word unaltered within it.

It is unsurprising that effects of this

kind are apparent also in the realm of

prosody. The mis-stressing of words

impairs word recognition most severely

if the stress shift causes vowel quality

changes [2, l4]; and when speakers

make a slip of the tongue involving

nus-stressing, they are most likely to
correct it if a vowel was changed [9].

Furthermore, they are more likely to
add contrastive stress to the correction
if there is high contrast between the

error and the intended word [25].

Thus both the frequency and urgency
of error repair are directly correlated
with the likelihood that the error will
disrupt comprehension.

Likewise, the work of two contributors
to this symposium has shown how
well-attuned are the processes of

accent placement to listeners’ needs.
Fowler and Housum [20] showed that
deaccented‘ productions of words in a
story could function as better retrieval
cues for listeners than the same words
accented on first mention. We know
that listeners hearing a story construct
an overall representation of the story
situation [3, 22]; Fowler and Housum
speculated that deaccenting could
function as a signal to listeners that the
concept in question is already in the
story representation. Thus on hearing
a word which in the phonetic context
is obviously deaccented, listeners
automatically access the already-
constr'ucted representation; for this
reason such words function particularly
effectively as retrieval cues. Similarly,
Terken and Nooteboom [32] found that
true-false decisions could be made
more rapidly if new sentence subjects
were accented but previously
mentioned subjects were deaccented.
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3.2 The Role of Speaker Awareness

Speakers’ choices when they are
deliberately trying to make themselves
clear are also well attuned to listeners’
needs. When marking word
boundaries. for instance with a pause,
speakers pay most attention to marking
exactly the boundaries which listeners
most often overlook, i.e. boundaries

before weak syllables [l3]. When

trying to make syntax explicit, they

add syntactic markers such as relative

pronouns and complementisers [33],

the presence of which, as perceptual

research (e.g. [21]) has shown, makes

syntactic processing significantly
easier.

Prosody can be consciously used by

speakers who are trying to be clear.
Thus speakers who realise a listener is
having difficulty understanding tend to
speak more slowly, louder, and with
raised pitch [5]. One communication

situation in which this very noticeably
happens is when an adult is talking to

a child. A recent study by Femald

[19] has shown how effectively

prosody can be used in this way.

Femald recorded the same mothers

talking either to their infant child or to

their husband, in specific types of

interaction: expressing approval,

attracting attention, giving solace etc.

She then filtered all the recorded

utterances and asked listeners to

identify the type of interaction

involved in each. The listeners'

choices corresponded with the original

context to a significantly greater degree

for the infant-directed utterances than
for the adult-directed utterances. Since
the filtering process had left nothing in
the speech signal intact except for the

prosody, it would seem that, as Femald

concluded, speech to infants is more

heavily loaded than speech to adults on

prosodic signals of interactive intent.

In most speech situations, however.

speakers are not making deliberate

efforts to speak clearly. And as



Lehiste showed in a classic study [23].

the availability of prosodic cues which

will be of use to listeners may depend
crucially on speaker awareness of

potential problems for the listener.
Prosody can in many cases very

effectively signal which of two
alternative syntactic parses is intended,

for instance for syntactic ambiguities-

such as The German teachers attended

a meeting, or She hit the man with the

stick (see, e.g., [30]). In Lehiste’s

experiment, speakers read out a

number of sentences, some of which

were syntactically ambiguous; Lchiste

then ascertained whether or not the

speakers had been aware of the

ambiguity, and which interpretation
they had intended in their reading.

The speakers then produced the

sentences twice more, consciously

intending each of the two different
interpretations. All the versions were
then played to listeners, who, Lehiste

found, could much more accurately

judge which interpretation had been

intended in the versions produced with

awareness of the ambiguity. Where

the speaker had been unaware of the

ambiguity. in fact, the listener

judgements were often at chance.

3.3 The Speaker-Listener Contract

We can use the term speaker-listener
contract to signify the proposal that
participants in spoken communication
have a shared goal: maximising the
probability of successful message
transmission. As the above review
suggests, prosody is as much involved
as any other aspect of linguistic
structure in speakers’ efforts to do their
part in achieving this goal. The
evidence reviewed included contrastive
stress on error corrections; deacccnting
of previously mentioned referents; and
explicit cues to speech segmentation at
the word and the phrase level. Thus
both salience and segmentation figure
in prosodic contributions to realisation
of the speaker-listener contract.

4. SALIENCE

in a language which has sentence
accent. listeners accord a high priority
to the task of detecting where accent
falls in a speaker’s utterance. Prosodic
cues are exploited to enable listeners to
direct attention to the location of
sentence accent [7]. If part of the
normally available prosodic
information is absent, listeners will
exploit what remains [15]; but it seems

that no one prosodic dimension is
paramount in signalling accent

location, because conflict between
different sources of prosodic
information (e.g. rhythm and pitch)
leaves listeners unable to predict where

accent will occur [11]. The

importance of seeking accent location

is explained as a search for focussed,
or semantically central, aspects of the
speaker's message [16].

The processing advantage enjoyed by

accented words does not of course

imply that if every word in an

utterance were to be accented, the

listener could process the entire

utterance at a faster rate. Salience is

necessarily a relative concept. As the

work of Fowler and Terken, cited
above, has conclusively shown,

appropriate deacccnting is just as

informative, and just as important, as

accent.

In this symposium the contributions of

Fowler, Ladd and Terken all make a

further contribution to our

understanding of the phonology and

processing of sentence accent. As

Ladd argues, relative salience

expresses a syntagmatic relationship

(between nodes in a metrical tree, in

the metrical notation which Ladd uses),

which co—exists with paradigmatic

category distinctions between levels of

accent (or. in Ladd's terms, levels of

sentence stress). Ladd’s intention in

making this proposal is to reconcile

apparently conflicting views of stress:

on the one hand, the consensus of
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contemporary phonologists that stress

is an abstract relational construct, and

on the other, the paradigmatic

approach whereby stress is a property

of syllables, which has proven

persistently useful to non-phonologists

(such as syntacticians and of course

psycholinguists).

The role of relational structure in the

expression of salience is also central to

Terken’s contribution, which focusses

on the way in which the processes of

speech production translate such

relational structure into relative
acoustic salience (in the fundamental

frequency contour, in this instance),

and the way in which the processes of
speech perception interpret

fundamental frequency variation as

information about relative salience.

Fowler and Levy extend our

understanding of how relative salience

in a context finds expression in

linguistic output by drawing parallels

between lengthening and shortening

effects in both prosodic and lexical

forms. Unpredictable topics are

referred to by longer expressions,
and/or the words expressing them are
realised with greater duration. The

effect is to provide listeners with more

speech evidence for less predictable
concepts. This is powerful evidence

for the operation of the speaker-listener

contract at multiple levels of linguistic
structure.

5. SEGMENTATION

Segmentation is one of the listener’s
major tasks; boundaries must be

identified between units at several
linguistic levels. Firstly, the continuity

of the speech signal results in very few
reliable cues to word boundaries being

realised; listeners therefore have to

exploit whatever sources of

information they can to work out how

speech signal divide up into individual

words. Secondly, listeners must group
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words into phrases, that is, they must

detect syntactic boundaries. 'I'hirdly,
they must identify larger units of

semantic structure, sometimes referred

to as topic structure [4], or paragraph

structure [24]. And fourthly, they must

perceive structure at the interactional

level, i.e. speaker turns.

Prosody contributes to the listener's
performance of all these segmentation
tasks. At the lexical segmentation

level, listeners can exploit their

linguistic experience to develop
heuristic segmentation procedures

based on where word boundaries are

most likely to occur in their native
language; in English, I have argued,

such procedures are based on the

predominance of strong initial syllables
in the vocabulary [12]. At the
syntactic level, as was discussed above,

prosodic cues to boundaries are readily

exploited by listeners [23, 29, 30].

In comparison with the quite large

amount of research on lexical juncture.

and yet larger body of work on

syntactic boundaries, segmentation of

discourse into topic or paragraph units
has received relatively little attention.

(Three studies in the early 1980s
should be mentioned: Brown, Currie
and Kenworthy [4] reported that

speakers tended to raise the pitch of
their speech when introducing a new
topic; Menu and Boyce [28] reported
the same finding in parents’
conversations with children. Lehiste
[24] analysed the average duration of
phonetic segments and words in non-

final, phrase-final and paragraph-final
position; she found both phrase-final
and (somewhat greater) paragraph-final
lengthening.) It is therefore timely that

the contribution to this symposium by
Bruce describes an ongoing project

which has as one of its principal aims

the investigation of prosodic cues to
segmentation at this level of linguistic
structure.



Segmentation of conversation into

participant turns is, finally, addressed

in this symposium by Couper-Kuhlen.

The literature on prosodic cues to

tum—taking has been bedevilled by

confusion between the speaker and

listener perspectives; Duncan [18], for

instance, isolates several prosodic

characteristics of speakers’ tum-final

uttterances and terms them "cues"

without, however, any evidence that

listeners actually use them as such (see

Cutler and Pearson [17] for a critique).

Couper-Kuhlen reports evidence that

.co-operative rhythmic synchronisation

of speech occurs in smooth tum-taking;

in this study the listeners’ reception of

speakers’ signals is attested by the

synchronisation of the initial rhythmic

intervals of the new turn (produced by

the listener-turned—speaker) with the

final rhythmic intervals of the old turn

produced by the previous speaker.

Like the other contributors, Couper-

Kuhlen also highlights the importance

of hierarchical structure in prosody,

such structure being fundamental to the

tum-taking metric which she proposes.

6. CONCLUSION

It is no surprise to find that salience

and segmentation form unifying themes
for contributions to a symposium on

prosody. According to Bolinger [1],

these (or, in his words, obtrusions for

prominence and the expression of

closure) are the two major language-

universal uses of prosody. In
situations of communication, much of

speakers’ and listeners’ prosodic

processing is devoted to these goals.

One thing to note about the importance

of prosodic segmentation cues is that it
mirrors the importance of segmentation

in orthographic representations - lexical

segmentation is explicitly coded in

nearly all orthographies, and syntactic
segmentation in most; higher-level

segmentation is likewise signalled by

textual devices. As this review has
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tried to show, and as the symposium

will further stress, both salience and

segmentation are central to successful

communication, and prosody is thus

central to linguistic structure.
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